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11”x 17” Organic Polaris Pearls Campaing Poster
Design Summary: At the core of ‘Organic Polaris Pearls’ product
development and marekting is the Casanova Scotia (C’S) brand
identity, which reaches to a mature adult audience with an emphasis on
nostalgia, vintage appeal, and the world traveller.
The product itself is a whole leaf tea, considered rare, marketed and
positioned by a few competitors in retail spaces that cater to an upper
class.
‘Polaris Pearls’ is traditionally marketed as Jasmine Pearls or Dragon
Pearls, but for the sake of distinguishing our product and engaging
our target audience, the concept of ‘stars’ and teas reputation for
mental aquity allowed (C’S) an opportunity to develop creative
marketing language and cues that associated with our brand extension
“Adventure Essential”, which serves as both a brand philosophy and
adjective for the necessities when travelling.
Simple illustrations take place of real product photographs with
the understanding that our audience is already familiar with tea and
appreciate subtle cues and mature implications.
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Label Design: ‘Organic
Polaris Pearls’ label
was designed to fold
over a burlap sack and
communicate three products
with an emphasis on tea and
its preperation.
type

content

FUJIAN 15 CUPS
GREEN TEA 45 STEEPS

infuse

7 PEARLS PER
6 OZ. OF WATER

time & temp

3-4 MIN / 180°F

benefit

TENSION RELEASE

The label recognizes the
dominant logo placement
on the burlap sack ( in
photo below) and hierarchy
in respect to packaging
norms.
The photograph used is
only a section of the full
marketing photo - creating
flow and communicating
direction and relative peace
of mind.

2”x 4” Organic Polaris Pearls Sack Label

Polaris Pearls Product Shot | March 2011
Package Design & Product Development: Developed by C’S,
Organic Polaris Pearls are packaged in a signature tea tin and burlap
wallet satchel ( detail within 11”x17” marketing poster). We wanted to
design a package that was functional on multiple levels and encourage
its use through our marketing materials and label design design.
The silvereque metal tin was a decided upon for its modest value
in respect to gold, gives contrast to other brand materials, and is
relatively less feminine.
On a similar note, the burlap sack was a material choice that
communicated masculinity, food freshness, and modestly covets the
silver tin and high end tea leaves.
The 1 oz. Product retails for $12-$15.

